Bus Schedule for participants of **International Walter Benjamin Society Conference**

13th -16th December 2015:

The buses to will leave **on schedule** each morning from the Melody Hotel (220 Hayarkon St., Tel Aviv) to the conference venue. **Please** make sure to be there a few minutes ahead of time. The Melody Hotel is within walking distance from both Yam and Shalom hotels (see attached map).

**Sunday, December 13** Tel Aviv University

08:00  Buses from the Melody Hotel to Tel Aviv University

09:00-09:30  Registration, Gilman Building, near Drachlis Hall (Room 496)

09:30-19:00  See program

19:00  Buses from Tel Aviv University, outside of Gate 4 (see campus map) to the centre of Tel Aviv and the Melody Hotel

**Monday, December 14** Tel Aviv University

08:00  Buses from the Melody Hotel to Tel Aviv University

09:00-09:30  Registration, Gilman Building, near Drachlis Hall (Room 496)

09:30-19:00  See program

19:00  Buses from Tel Aviv University, outside of Gate 4 (see campus map) to the Tel Aviv centre and the Melody Hotel

**Tuesday, December 2015** The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

08:00  Buses from the Melody Hotel to The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Mount Scopus campus)

18:00  Buses from The Hebrew University to the Israel Museum.

21:00  Buses from The Israel Museum to the Melody hotel (there will be a drop off stop at Tel Aviv University)

**Wednesday, December 16** The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

08:00  Buses from the Melody Hotel to The Hebrew University of Jerusalem (Mount Scopus campus)

19:30  Buses from The Hebrew University to the Melody Hotel (there will be a drop off stop at Tel Aviv University)
*Those of you who chose the Tel Aviv University Dormitory option – we will arrange for you to be picked up from the dorms each morning of the days in Jerusalem (15th and 16th). Please make sure you received the relevant information from us.